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Minimal Problem setup
• We have N equal weight data points labeled by their 

position in d-dimensional Space of Volume V 


• Goals:


• Describe their spatial distribution in a way that 
facilitates the comparison between multiple such 
realizations 


• Also allow to ask whether the point distribution is 
a fair sample of continuous density field for which 
we know its statistics



Metrics [design goals] of useful summary statistics

• Informative


• Interpretable


• Predictable


• Robust


• Minimal number of nuisance 
parameters (cut off scale, bin 
widths, smoothing, power, 
mark, etc.)


• Fast to compute


• No binning/averaging


• Complete with respect to 
symmetries 

• Discuss: What is Missing?



arXiv:2007.13342
https://github.com/yipihey/kNN-CDFs



Measure all Pk|V or P>k|V or   
to characterize all counts in cell

ξ(n)



• Measure volume enclosed by sphere with radius 
given by the distance to the nearest data point from 
a very large number of random points R.


• Fraction of points for which the volume of the 
sphere to the nearest neighbors is less than V is the 
empirical cumulative distribution function we use.


• I.e. we sort resulting volume values which yields the 
1NN empirical cumulative distribution function. No 
binning, no averaging!



Peaked CDFs

• To visualize both tails at small and large distances/
volumes we plot the peaked CDF






Knowing P0|V 

enough to 
predict  
all of them in 
the Poisson 
Case



Knowing P>0|V and P>1|V 
enough to predict  
all of them for a 
Gaussian random field 

https://github.com/yipihey/kNN-CDFs









arXiv:2102.01184





For each random point, we can associate two distances - one to the 
nearest neighbor data point from the first set, and the other to the 
nearest neighbor data point from the second set. Now, for every 
random point, we choose the larger of the two distances. These 
distances are then sorted to get the empirical Cumulative 
Distribution Function (CDF) of the distances chosen in this manner. 
We will refer to this distribution as the joint Nearest Neighbor CDF, 
CDFk1,k2







Joint CDFs for Gaussian fields  
Dotted lines: Analytic predictions

Solid lines: Measurements in sims

Dashed: 1NN and 2NN of individual fields







Predictability
- Analytic predictions by 
Uhlemann, Codis, et al, Cataneo 
et al (2016,2017, -) using extremal 
value statistics

- Use analytic models of the PDF 
such as Lam & Sheth 2008ab, 
2010, Klypin, Prada et al 2018

- Linear theory (some of it in 
paper I) 

- Spherical collapse modeling 
(Banerjee & Abel in prep.)

- Build emulators from simulations 
(McLaughlin et al 2021, Yuan, 
Abel et al in prep.)

https://github.com/yipihey/kNN-CDFs https://github.com/OliverFHD/CosMomentum https://github.com/mcataneo/pyLDT-cosmo



Predictability
- Linear theory (some of it in 
paper I) for Gaussian field 
implemented in 
kNN_analytic.py in  

https://github.com/yipihey/
kNN-CDFs


https://github.com/yipihey/kNN-CDFs



–Jorge Luis Borges

“All theories are legitimate, no matter.  
What matters is what you do with them.” 









Figure 4. Logarithmic derivatives (around 
the best-fit values) of different 𝑘NN-CDFs 
with respect to the second order 
Lagrangian bias parameters 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏𝑠2 and 
𝑏∇2 . Each panel shows the response of a 
given 𝑘NN distribution, while lines of the 
same color represent the same bias 
parameter across the different panels. The 
grey shaded regions in each panel 
represent the scales where the HEFT 
predictions cannot accurately model the 
measurements. Similar to the 2-point 
function, the predictions are most sensitive 
to changes in 𝑏1. 



Comparing a number of Modified gravity  
HOD catalogs with matching two point 
functions with kNN-CDFs shows their 
potential to break degeneracies. 

Muir, Banerjee, Adikhari, Abel et al in prep



astro-ph: 2112.04502

First Application  
to observational Data









Connection to other 
statistics

Voronoi cell structure

Suggest map making technique



Counts in Cell/PDF/VPF
From kNN-CDF you can 
construct counts in cell for any 
cell volume. 

Compare this with standard 
approach of throwing a large 
number of spheres at  random 
position and counting how many 
galaxies are within them.


Void Probability Function (VPF) 
(White 1978) is P0|V is the special 
case restricted to empty spheres.

https://github.com/yipihey/kNN-CDFs https://github.com/OliverFHD/CosMomentum https://github.com/mcataneo/pyLDT-cosmo



Counts in 
Cylinders 

analogous using 
2D kNN-CDFs

From two-dimensional 
kNN-CDF you can 
construct counts in 
cylinders for any disk area. 


https://github.com/yipihey/kNN-CDFs



2D-RD-kNN 
2D-DD-kNN 



kNN-CDFs 
Combines estimator 

and Statistic
Perhaps this way of thinking is 

useful generally?



Conclusions
• Developed a novel summary statistic: kNN-CDFs


• Informative; Interpretable; fast and robust to measure; straightforward to predict; 
sensitive to all n-point functions and complementary to 2pt, 3pt functions; 
complete statistic for isotropic fields; no averaging or binning; no nuisance 
parameters


• Shot noise is part of the modeling and applications to samples with low statistics is 
more constraining with kNN-CDFs than with 2pt both for auto and cross-
correlation applications


• Applications suggest this approach is useful


• We provide some example code and implementation guidance and hope you will give 
it a try and help to further develop this into a ubiquitous approach to characterize 
clustering. 


